Ion fragmentations via photoelectron activated radical relays and competed hole oxidization on semiconductor nanoparticles for mass spectrometry.
Structural identification is challenging in mass spectrometric imaging because of inadequate sample quantities and limited sampling time in each pixel for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) experiments, which are usually used for the generation of fragment ions. We report herein the observation of a cascade of highly specific chemical bond cleavages via a low-energy photoelectron activated radical relays and a competed hole oxidization on surfaces of (Bi2O3)0.07(CoO)0.03(ZnO)0.9 semiconductor nanoparticles irradiated with the 3rd harmonic (355 nm) of the Nd3+: YAG laser. Distinguished from high energy electron impact (EI), this approach generates gaseous radical anions through the exothermic capture of low-energy tunneling electrons that are not able to cause extensive vibrational excitations. It was found not only original radical center but also secondary or even tertiary radical centers cause specific bond cleavages exclusively on α positions. The original radical center directly activates the cleavages of α-positioned chemical bonds that cause the formation of secondary radical centers. Ion fragmentations proceed along the newly formed radical centers that further activate the cleavages of their α-positioned chemical bonds. Using 8 compounds, we have demonstrated various radical reactions involved in desulfonation, cyclization, and ring contraction reactions as well as competed hole oxidization-generated hydroxyl radical substitution reactions. The interpretable fragment ions provide unambiguous experimental evidences for structural elucidation of drug residues and metabolites in mass spectrometric imaging of tissue slices without tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS).